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NH DP-10 Practice Return:  Complete using 2019 Practice Lab and following instructions in the NTTC 
Workbook page 3 except where details (i.e., state information) are provided here. For training consult the 
NH DP-10 Training or NH DP-10 Pub 4012 Insert.  Also helpful:  NH tax forms and instructions, which can 
be found at www.revenue.nh.gov 

Objectives 

• Identify when a NH Return needs to be completed 
• Know when a return is required to be filed, even if there is no tax liability and why 
• Know how to identify and process interest and dividends that are not taxed by NH 
• Know how to identify and process annuities that are taxed by NH 
• Know what the NH Educational Credit is and why you will probably never see one 
• Know the two TSO tricks to successfully prepare an e-filable NH return 

Note:  This practice return is based on 2019 tax law and software, and 2019 tax forms and Intake Sheet are used.  
Significant changes are not expected for 2020, but if changes impact this practice problem it will be updated. 

Interview Notes 

Brad and Janet are retired.  They both had Medicare all year. The Majors moved to NH a few 
years ago and were surprised that they had to pay taxes in NH.  They would like vouchers for 
next year’s NH estimated payments.  Brad still owns a municipal bond fund designed to avoid 
taxes when they lived in MA (all income from this fund is from MA municipal bonds).  Janet says 
her retirement payments are not a pension, but from an annuity she purchased years ago. 
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DP-10 Quiz 

1) Can Brad and Janet get a refund from NH direct deposited? 
2) Can Brad and Janet make a direct debit to NH if they owe taxes? 
3) Brad’s MA municipal interest is exempt on the federal return, but taxed by NH. How should it be 

accurately reported on the DP-10? 
4) Does the DP-10 need to be filed if there is no tax due? 
5) Is bond interest from FNMA or GNMA obligations taxable on the DP-10? 
6) When are taxpayers required to pay estimated taxes to NH? 
7) Is there a penalty for underpaying estimated taxes to NH?  

a) Is it in scope? 
8) If a taxpayer has a Schedule C will they also have business filing requirements with NH? 

a) Is it in scope? 
9) If the client had an education credit on their federal 1040 what amount, if any, can they use on DP-10 

line 11? 
10)  Why is Janet’s retirement income taxable in NH? 
11)  What are the two TSO tricks for ensuring a NH return can be e-filed? 
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DP-10 Quiz Answers (see NH DP-10 Training for all answers unless otherwise indicated) 

1) Yes.  At one time this was a problem with TSO, but it now works. 
2) No.  It is possible on TSO, but Out of Scope because clients have experienced numerous problems with direct 

debits (e.g., debits processed same day as filing instead of when scheduled, or not processed at all).  Request 
that a check will be mailed so a voucher prints; NH does offer an electronic payment option on their website 
that clients can use if they do not want to mail a check.  If a taxpayer insists on direct debit:  NH Tax-Aide policy 
requires that you note on their Intake/Interview form that the taxpayer was informed of the risks and of their 
responsibility to ensure the funds are properly withdrawn/paid to the State of NH.  Have the client(s) initial this 
note, and add a dated “note” on TSO regarding this matter in case the client blames Tax-Aide for any problems. 

3) TSO does not carry Nontaxable Interest and Dividends to DP-10 Line 4; you must make the necessary entry in 
the “Nontaxable Interest and Dividends” section. 

4) It might.  If the taxpayer received > 2400/4800 in gross interest and dividends - see Line 3 - a return is required 
even if exemptions or exclusions result in no tax liability. If a DP-10 is not filed NH DRA will bill the client for 
taxes based on income information they receive from the IRS.  If a return is not filed the state cannot know 
exemptions or non-taxable amounts that apply to the client.   

5) (NH DRA Interest and Dividends Tax Return Quick Checklist) Yes. 
6) Estimated tax payments are required if taxes due exceed $500.  TSO will not recognize this; you must review 

the client’s DP-10 and generate vouchers when required. 
7) Yes, and it is important that you calculate them for the client. 

a) Yes - Only the federal penalties are out of scope; NH Tax-Aide policy is that you follow state form 
instructions regarding penalties and interest.  If the client fails to pay penalties due when filing DP-10 the 
state will bill the client; possibly for even higher amounts calculated at a later date. 

8) They might.  There are several filing requirements for businesses in NH, but it is rare that our clients meet filing 
requirements due to their income levels 
a) Per NH Tax-Aide policy the NH business returns are out-of-scope.  You can provide the client with general 
requirements and DRA website/contact information so they can follow up.  They will need their federal 
Schedule C to prepare NH business returns, and a copy may be needed for filing. 

9) Nothing. The NH education credit is completely different from the federal education tax credits:  It allows a 
credit for donations made to approved scholarship organizations that grant scholarships to children to attend 
private schools.  For details, see www.revenue.nh.gov/assistance/education-tax-credit 

10) Because the income is from a nonqualified annuity, as indicated by a code “D” in 1099-R box 7. Typical codes in 
box 7 that indicate taxable NH income include 1D, 4D and 7D.  

11) Say “yes” you want to file a NH return twice (say “yes”, click “continue”, then say “yes” again): 
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 And for any entries for Lines 2 and 4 remember to input the EIN (it does not carry over and the number there is 
just an example): 

 

If these entries are not made the return will reject when your ERO tries to e-file. 

Line-by-line answer for the Majors federal 1040 return:  

L2a 650 L2b 2499 
L3a 100 L3b 200 
L4c 10000 L4d 8000 
L5a 13000 L5b 0   

L6 70   
L7 10769   
L9 27000   
L11b 0 

 
Line-by-line answer for the Majors DP-10: 

page 2 L1a 2499  
L1b 200  
L1c 650  
L1d 3349  
L2 IV 8000  
L2    8000  
L3 11349  
L4 IV 99  
L4a 99  
L4c 99 

page 3 L4 99  
L5 11250  
L6 4800  
L7 6450  
L8 2400  
L9 4050 

Page 4 L10 203 
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L12 203  
L13b 80  
L13d 80  
L14 123  
L17 123 

 


